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Abstract—This paper discusses a web-based quiz system with adaptive features which are added. This paper focuses on the major components of adaptive features and techniques to implement the adaptive component. Adaptive quiz system consists of three main components: student model, domain model and adaptation model. The student model describes the student’s knowledge, and the domain model is the domain of student teaching, while the adaptation model consists of a set of rules that define the user action. This adaptive quiz system becomes a system of student assessment based on skills, knowledge and preferences of each learner.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Assessment is often being used to measure the student performance [1]. Alotaiby and Chen [2] describes assessment as one of the major component that help student in learning. Quiz, which serves as a type of assessment [3] is the most widely used and well-developed assessment method in higher education [4].

Although online quizzes provide many advantages, perhaps the most beneficial value of online quiz is that it allows student to take quiz at anytime and place, without any restriction. However, by using the web as a medium to take quiz does not really add a significant value to the student’s learning process. The new revolution in quiz needs to address an important issue of enhancing the students learning process, rather than only act as a medium of the quiz revolution technology. It is postulated that one of the main problem with online quiz, is the lack of a significant value called ‘Personalization’. Without personalization, the system treats all the students in the same manner. Personalization which required the system to adapt to the student’s need automatically is called ‘Adaptive’ [5]. With adaptive capability the system decides which option is the best for the user based on their user model. Adaptive systems keep on track the user’s pattern activity and try adjusting the interface or content that is suitable for different user with different skills, knowledge and preferences [6].

Adaptive is often confused with adaptable. Adaptable allow the user to control the adjustments [6] by allowing the user to customize the system according to his or her own needs [7]. Whereas adaptive is a feature used to measure the learners current level of domain competence [7]. A system is called adaptive if it is able to change its own attributes automatically to suit to the user’s needs [8].

Today the creation and management of a website will be further facilitated by the framework Content Management System (CMS). Joomla core program functionality can be added by installing the extension of the CMS application is appropriate. The application can be components, modules or mambots.

This paper will discuss the design and construction of an online quiz system to accommodate an assessment system based on ability, knowledge and preferences of each learner, which can be used as an extension of Content Management System.

II. COMPONENT OF ADAPTIVE SYSTEM

Benyon and Murray’s [9], have introduced three main components of adaptive (based on the architecture of adaptive systems) as listed below:

- User model – represents who is being taught (e.g: students, learners)
- Domain model – represents the domain being taught (the subject matter)
- Adaptation model – represents how to teach the user

![FIGURE 1. MODULES OF AN ADAPTIVE SYSTEM [10]](image-url)
Figure 1 shows the relationship between the three components of adaptive at which all adaptation is done through the user model. Adaptation is solely depends on the quality of information stored in the user model. Thus, it requires the user’s information to be updated accordingly in order to get user’s actual level of knowledge [10].

A. Domain Model

Generally, domain model is described as below:
- “a framework for representation of the user’s domain knowledge” [11].
- represents knowledge about the teaching domain or knowledge representation of the student model [12].
- contains the knowledge to be transmitted to the student [13].

Since the user knowledge if often referred as a subset of expert knowledge, the user knowledge is also said as a subset of domain knowledge. In other words, the user knowledge is an overlay over the domain knowledge [12].

One method commonly used to represent domain model is Semantic Network, Semantic Networks are excellent knowledge representation structures” [14]. It consists of a set of nodes and a set of links. Node is used to represent the concept or the real-world objects and link is used to represent the semantic relationship between the concept and the objects. According to Feng et al. [15], semantic network model consists of four components: a set of nodes, a set of directed edges or links, a set of labels, and a set of constraints.

B. User Model

According to Koch [16], user model is information about user. “Without the user model, the system could not distinguish between the different users and would treat all users in the same manner” [10]. Users are different in many ways such as having different background, experiences, knowledge, preferences, interests and etc. Thus, user model is needed for a system to make a selection of responses to individualize and personalize the user [16].

One common method for developing a user model or student model, namely the overlay model and the stereotypes. Overlay model presents the user’s knowledge as a subset of the system’s knowledge. Overlay is the most frequently technique used for modeling student [17] and it is often used to measure the knowledge level of students [18].

The problem to initialized individual user model or group modeling is often solved by implementing stereotypes technique [19]. A stereotype is actually a powerful technique [19] and it is widely used in user modeling [20]. A stereotype is made up of common attributes of users group which is normally describes the users interest [12]. Each stereotype has its own predefined properties, and the user which is assigned to those stereotypes inherits its properties [12].

C. Adaptation Model

The adaptation model defines the following in the system [21]:
- What can be adapted
- When to be adapted
- How it is to be adapted

Therefore, to answer “What can be adapted”, the adaptation model may consist of information as below [22]:
- which questions should be considered easy or hard,
- grades to interpret the learners knowledge,
- how many questions are necessary to estimate the learner’s knowledge with confidence, and
- how is the learner’s performance going to affect the learner model such as try attempt, student request for hints.

To answer “When to be adapted” and “How to be updated”, it requires the adaptation to perform additional processing. In other words, the adaptation cannot be done, by storing and retrieving events or data directly from database [23]. Therefore, the adaptation model consists of a set of rules that defines the user action and also the trigger action which define the results from the user action, which later on need to be updated in the user model [24].

III. Result and Discussion

A. Domain Model of Adaptive Online Quiz System

Domain Model represents the subject being taught, domain model is used to provide the structure of the implementation of the adaptive online quiz system. Domain knowledge is developed based on the subject being taught to student such as Introduction of Information Technology, Operating Systems, Data Structure, and soon. The adaptive online quiz system support all kinds of subject from the semester. Each of the subjects for the particular semester such as Introduction of Information Technology for semester 1, Operating System for semester 2, and Data Structure for semester 4 is considered as different domain knowledge. As such, the adaptive online quiz system allows many domain knowledge to be created in the system.

The structure of the domain knowledge is created based on the structure of student’s book (subject) for the college. However, in order to support for all types of structure of the college’s domain knowledge, this research defines the generic structure as follows as shown in Figure 2:

- Semesters in the college, refers to odd or even.
- For each of the semesters, it may consist of at least one or many subjects.
For each subject it may consist of at least one or many chapters.

The implementation of domain model has been transformed into use cases. As a result, there are three main use cases being identified to develop the domain model, which are: ‘maintain semesters’, ‘maintain subjects’, and ‘maintain chapters’.

**B. Student Model of Adaptive Online Quiz System**

User model represents the system belief about the user in which it describes the user’s knowledge. For user model is referring to the student model. Student model describes the student knowledge of the domain model. With student model, the system treats different manner for each student. Student model contains all information that the system knows about the students. In order to develop the student model, there are two kinds of information required which is static and dynamic information. Static information may contain the student profile such as student name, address, identification number, gender, student semester and contact number. The dynamic information may contain the information about the user interaction with the system such as student current level of difficulty knowledge and student history level of difficulty knowledge, date of quiz taken, score of the quiz and the subject of quiz taken. To capture the static and dynamic information, the Overlay Model and Stereotype techniques have been chosen.

Student knowledge is described through the domain knowledge, using an overlay model. In Qualitative measurement of Overlay Model, the user’s knowledge weighted is measured based on the concept-value as a set of pairs. The content or topic of the domain knowledge is considered as a ‘Concept’ and the result of each student’s achievement of the chapter is considered as a ‘Value’. For each of the ‘Concept’, this research allows more than one ‘Difficulty Level’ to be created, but researcher use only the difficulty level 1 to 3, the higher difficulty level means the higher the questions’ difficulty, is determined by the teacher. Figure 3 shows Student Overlay Model for the adaptive online quiz system.

![FIGURE 2. SEMANTIC NETWORK FOR THE ADAPTIVE ONLINE QUIZ SYSTEM](image)

![FIGURE 3. STUDENT OVERLAY MODEL FOR THE ADAPTIVE ONLINE QUIZ SYSTEM](image)
Technology and gets 70, the system searches the rules that match the conditions. For example,
- if the student’s score fall in the range of 1 to 49, the student is considered as a beginner
- if the student’s score fall in the range of 50 to 74, the student is considered as intermediate student
- if the student score above 75, the student is considered as an advanced student.

The implementation of student model has been transformed into use cases. As a result, there are three main use cases being identified to develop the student model, which are: ‘maintain student profile’, ‘student take quiz’, and ‘student history result quiz’.

C. Adaptation Model of Adaptive Online Quiz System

For adaptation model, this research applies the IF-THEN rules. It takes the rules form of IF<condition> THEN<action> rules, whereby
- <condition> is referred to the student’s knowledge level from the student model
- <action> is referred to the result change in student’s knowledge level that reflects to the next level of the difficulty of the domain knowledge. The next level can be, whether the student move to the higher level, stay in the same level or move to the lower level of the domain knowledge

The <condition> and <action> are the rules defined by the teacher. The <condition> and <action> works in pair. For each <condition>, it has only one <action>. Based on this <condition>, the system search for the matched <action>. The <condition> is determined by the student’s latest result (scores), together with the latest chapter and the difficulty level of the domain knowledge. Whereas the <action> is used to determine the next recommended difficulty level and chapter of the domain knowledge based on the certain range of score define by the teacher. Figure 4 shows example of adaptive rule.

D. Implementation of the Adaptive Online Quiz System

The adaptive online quiz system started when the student successfully login to the system and subsequently take a quiz by clicking on the Take Quiz hyperlink. Next, the student is required to choose the subject that he or she wants to take the quiz and click on the button 'Current Difficulty Level' to know their latest level of the selected domain knowledge. At the same time, the system displays the next recommended difficulty level of knowledge for the student to take. The next recommended level is displayed based on the rules defined by the teacher. Upon accepting the level and clicking the button 'Take Quiz', the system displays a set of questions according to the recommended level. Student is required to answer all questions displayed. After submitting the answers by clicking the 'Submit' button, the system does the following process:
- validates the student answer with the correct answer
- calculate the student’s scores
- based on student score, time and the current difficulty level, get the next recommended difficulty level of domain knowledge based on the rules defined by the teacher
- saves the student’s record in the database
- Provides the student feedback information such as score, total correct answer, total wrong answer, and so on as shown on figure 5.

The implementation of adaptation model has been transformed into use cases. As a result, there are eight main use cases being identified to develop the adaptation model, which are: ‘quiz configuration’, ‘maintain difficulty level’, ‘maintain question’, ‘display current and next difficulty level’, ‘perform quiz’, ‘perform feedback’, ‘select questions’, and ‘maintain rules’.

FIGURE 4. EXAMPLE OF ADAPTIVE RULE

The implementation of adaptation model has been transformed into use cases. As a result, there are eight main use cases being identified to develop the adaptation model, which are: ‘quiz configuration’, ‘maintain difficulty level’, ‘maintain question’, ‘display current and next difficulty level’, ‘perform quiz’, ‘perform feedback’, ‘select questions’, and ‘maintain rules’.

FIGURE 5. THE FEEDBACK SCREEN

Next, if the student decides to take another quiz, the same process above is repeated. The process would only end, if the student reaches the highest level defined
by teacher or the student logs out from the system. Figure 6 shows latest recommended difficulty level of student knowledge screen.

IV. CONCLUSION

By implementing Adaptive Questions technique, a dynamic sequence of questions is generated depending on the student’s responses. In other words, the student answer determines the next series of the questions. The process to determine which questions to trigger next is setup by the teacher. Therefore, adaptive questions techniques are a highly structured quiz, setup by the teacher which implements the concept of IF <condition> THEN <action> rules. In addition there are three main model involved in order to implement the adaptive quiz which are student model, domain model and adaptation model. Student model is a model that keep all the student information, domain model is a knowledge representation of the student model and the adaptation model is a model that consists of a set of rules that defines the user action and triggers that defined the results from the user action which later on need to be updated in the student model. 

The researcher recommends the addition of the features of this adaptive quiz system to improve the functionality of this system such as adding support for questions or answers in the form of drawings or special symbols, student result history should be presented in graphical for easier interpretation, and support to load a batch of questions instead entering the question one by one.
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